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ANALYSIS OF THE ESA WINDSCATTEROMETER CAMPAIGN DATA

G P de Loor

TNO Physics & Electronics Inboratory, The Hague, The Netherlands

ABSTRAC T

All data of the ESA windscatterometer canpaign
as provided by the Central Data Library were
analyzed. The data obtained fit in the available
empirical model and the parameters of this model
were determined. The data set was not only related
to the actually measured windspeed at 19.5 m but
also to the neutral stability wind U¡.
They are also conpared with other data sets.

1. INÏRODUCTION

The main campaign of the ESA windscatterometer
canpaign was executed between January 28 and
February 2B 1984. For a description the reader is
referred to Attema (1). The radar backscatter data
(primarily VV polarization) collected by France,
Germany, and The lbtherlands, were distributed by
the Central Data Library (5). As a member of the
Scientific Management Team the author analyzed
this data set in relation with the surface data
(4). fne results obtained which are additional to
those reported by Attema (2) and Long (1) will be
given here.

The experimental data came in two phases: a
preliminary issue late in 1984 and a definite
issue in the summer of 1985 (f). fn this paper the
Iatest issue will be used.

For the analysis the available data were used to
find the parameters of the relation

& = o[ 1 + Br cos(O-Or) + 82 cos z(ô-öz)] (1)

with I = BgUH.

The parameters are: the exponent H and the
coefficients fu, Bt, and 82. U is the windspeed
measured at a height of 19.5 m. This relation was
adopted in an experimenters workshop (6) as being
- at least for the moment - the best enpirical
description available for the radar backscatter as
a function of windspeed U and winddirection 0. See
also (l).

The data sets obtained in Sylt (German Biqht) and
in Lorient (Atlantic (bean) r{ere analyzed
separately. With the aid of an algorithme
developed by Ezraty and 0llitrault (7, 4) it was
possible to derive the neutral stability wind U¡
(also at 19.5 n, since this height was chosen as
reference height for this experiment) and the
lriction velocity U* from the available surface
data.

2. RESULTS OF THE DAÏA ANALYSIS

2.1 Determination of the parameters of (1)

Figure 1 gives an exarple of the results obtained.
It gives õ as a function of the measured windspeed
U. With the aid of such plots the exponent H can
be determined. Further anaJ.ysis gives the other
parameters of form¡la (1). The results - using
only the data obtained in Lorient (Atlantic Ocean)
- are reported in table 1 and the figures 2 and
J. In these two Figures they are corçared with two
SASS models derived from the SEASAT data (8, 9).
The values for the exponent H obtained in this
canpaign 1ie under those found for the SEASAT
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fable 1 Summary of the resul-ts
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Figure 1 õ versus windspeed U for
angles 1Bo , t5 o and 55 o

scatterometer (which uses the K-band) indicating a
sliqhtly smaller sensitivity of the radar back-
scatter for variations in windspeed in the C-band
than in the K-band (figure 2).
The values for the exponent H obtained for lJ¡ -
the neutral stability wind - are hiqher than those
obtained for u. This is due to the fact that
during practically aJ-1 experiments the meteorolo-
gical conditions were unstable. In such a

situation U¡ will be hiqher than U. For this
data set this is between 0.J and 0.5 m,/s. Similar
variations in windspeed Iead to larger fluctua-
tions in log U at lower windspeeds than at higher
windspeeds and so to an increase in H.

Instead of Bg, o1q - the value for o at a wind-
speed U = _10 m/s - is qiven in figure 1. The
values for olq obtained in the C-band are higher
than those found for SEASAT, indicatinq en averaqe
increase of the backscatter of between 2 and J dB

with reqard to the K-band.

1)

A comparison with data obtained at other frequen-
cies is also possible throuqh the model of Wriqht
(10). Applyinq first order scattering theory he
qave the followinq relation For the sea echo in
terms of the mean-squared spectrum of the sea:

oo (e) = 4r k4 cos40 loi¡tolls(zt< sin o,o) (2)

where S is the two-dimensional wave number
spectrum density of the sea surface rouqhness, k=
hrh, wiLh I the radar waveJ.enqth, 0 the incidence
anqle, and g1.i(e) are the first-order scatterinq
coefficients; - the indices i and j denote the
polarization of the incident and backscattered
radiation, respectively. Throuqh (2) it is
possible to infer the wave number spectrum S(K)
î.o* f, data (K=2k sin 0). The relatidn s(K)=A.ti{
indeed fiLs the available data (11) with a varying
between J.5 and 4.5 dependinq on windspeed.

Fiq. 4 0cean wave number spectrum as inferred
from oo uu (upwind) data compared with those from
other sources: X-band, tower data after (1 1 ) ;
K-band: after (12). After ref. 10 and 11.
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In fiqure 4 taken lrom ref. 11 S(K) for the C-band
as obtained in this campaign is compared with data
from other sources (11, 12).
Average values as obtained in this canpaiqn for
the windspeeds 2.5, 10, and 20 m are plotted for
upwind conditions. It can then be seen that the
campaign data fit in the general picture.

2.3 Comparison of the data obtained in Lorient
and SyIt

Having the data of Lorient ( Atlantic Ocean )

sep".ãte from those obtained in Sylt (NorLh Sea)
it is possible to conpare the two sets. Ïhis is
done in fiqure 5. These results could suggest that
the backscatter data obtained in SyJ-t lie under
those obtained in Lorient. More experiments and
data are necessary, however, before more concrete
conclusions can be drawn.

. Lorient

x Sylt 84

+ Sylt 83

Fiq. 5 Comparison of the data obtained in Lorient
(AtIantic Ocean; dots) and Sylt (lrlorth 5ea;
crosses)

2.4 Accuracy

An investiqation was aÌso made to see to what
accuracy the available data set can qive the wind-
speed, The following procedure was used.
Boundaries were plotted in the qraphs of figure 1

(o- versus log U) in such a way that nearly a1l
values found for õ lie between them. This was also
done for plots of ã versus U. The boundaries so
obtained show that the total possible variation in
windspeed as derived from this data set is in the
orderof!2n/s.

2-5 Remarks

Considerj.ng the results reported a remark is
necessary. Secondary factors which may influence
the results as the influence of currents, varying
water temperatures, waveheight, the anqle between
winddirection and wavedirection, were not (yet)
taken into account. The total range of windspeeds
met in this experiment was limited and a possible
better relation of the radar backscatter wibh the
friction velocity U* in stead of with the wind-
speed at 19.5 n also requires further research.
Some of these effects can be studied using this
data set. This wilt be done by the individual

investiqators. 0ther require f,urther experimenta-
bion. As a whole, however, a good data set was
obtained and is now available to ESA for the
further implementation of its C-band windscattero-
meter in the ERS-'I.

'. 
CONCLUSIONS

1. The data set obtained in the ESA windscattero-
meter campaign fits in the available empirical
model. The parameters for this model were
determined.

2. The possible variation in windspeed as can be
derived from this data set is in the order of t
2 n/s.

l. Further experiments will be necessary to
finalize the values for the model parameters
when the actual scatterometer flies in the
ERS-1.

4. The values obtained for the exponent H (givinq
the winddependency) are somewhat lower than
those found for the K-band scatterometer of
SEASAT, which means a sliqhtly lower sensiti-
vity for windspeed in the C-band.

5. 0n ihe other hand, the values for the NRCS f
are a 2 dB hiqher than in the K-band.
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